Behavioral and neurochemical studies in diazepam-sensitive and -resistant mice.
Benzodiazepine (BZ) effects include anxiolyis, sedation, seizure protection, and muscle relaxation; the mechanisms underlying these various effects are not understood. We have recently used the rotarod test in conjunction with selective breeding techniques to develop lines of mice which are diazepam-sensitive (DS) and diazepam-resistant (DR). We review the general methods of selective breeding, along with a description of the DS/DR selection study, and then describe a variety of behavioral and neurochemical studies which have been conducted in an attempt to characterize these mice. We have investigated the effects of other sedative drugs believed to interact with the BZ receptor, including ethanol, pentobarbital, and phenobarbital. We have also tested these mice for seizure threshold and open-field activity. DS and DR mice do not differ in diazepam-induced seizure protection, suggesting that different mechanisms underlie rotarod performance and the anti-convulsant effect. These results provide evidence to support the search for nonsedating anti-convulsants. To determine the neurochemical basis for observed differences, BZ receptor density and chloride flux have been measured. We discuss the interaction between behavioral and neurochemical approaches, and describe a conceptual framework to guide future studies with these unique new animals.